LOVE LITES 2019
IN HONOR OF

My Loving Husband, Dale Bryant
By Sharon Bryant

Elizabeth A Yankauskas
By Liz K Yankauskas

Dr. Paula Bennett
By Leroy & Pat Spoor

Doris Day
By Leroy & Pat Spoor

Paul & Sandy Meagher
By Leroy & Pat Spoor

M. Sgt. Chad Murray
By Stephen & Janis Murray

Avery Kean
By Bernie & Sandy Kline
WMH Chemotherapy Patients  
By Lisa Seeuwen RN

Soldiers  
By John Coccetti

Michael Bishop, serving 22 years in the USAF  
By Laurie Bishop

Michael & Alison Bishop’s Wedding on 7-16-19  
By Laurie Bishop

Joyce Skinner  
By Bob & Judy Muller

Alyce & Mickey Nicolio  
By Michele Piatt

In honor of Healing  
Maria Vecchiarelli  
By Camille Morabito

Phyllis Bouselli  
By Ella Zaffino
Patty Gager
By Pauline Naring

Kathy Miserendino
By Pauline Naring

Catherine Fagan
By Dorothy Swick

John E Rutkosky
By Agnes J Rutkosky

The Sporer Family
By Jennifer Sporer

Paul Krombel
By Alice Krombel

Mother & Father (Tom & Kathryn)
By Tom Mancuso Jr

Biruta Kalve
By Mara Zibrin

Howell/Gummoe Family
By Fred & Cathy Howell